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The renowned WWII RAF fighter pilot who went on to set an air speed record tells his story—
now with an updated chapter and new photos. Joining the RAF at the beginning of the war,
young Neville Duke became a fighter pilot with the crack 92 Squadron at RAF Biggin Hill in 1941.
That spring and summer, he survived the air battles over Northern France with the Biggin Hill
Wing, often flying as wingman to the legendary Adolph “Sailor” Malan, Fighter Command’s top-
scoring pilot at that time. Duke quickly established himself as one of the most successful pilots in
North Africa, bringing his score to twenty-one by the end of the Tunisian Campaign, and then
took command of 145 Spitfire Squadron in Italy. Leading this unit in the summer of 1944, he
brought his score to twenty-eight. Earning numerous honors, he was recognized for his heroism,
but the military was only the beginning of his life in aviation. Toward the end of the war, he
became an RAF test pilot—and later a member of the RAF High Speed Flight. He would go on
to a successful postwar career, playing a key role in the flight development on one of the most
famous of all RAF peacetime aircraft—the Hawker Hunter—and taking the world speed record in
1953. An in-depth look at his daring exploits covering both his combat career and his postwar
accomplishments, Test Pilot is now updated with an additional chapter, appendices and index,
and a completely new selection of photographs. 



The name of Neville Duke is well-known in aviation circles, not only as a successful wartime
fighter pilot, but also as a peacetime test pilot with the Hawker Aviation Company.Joining the
RAF at the beginning of the war, he found himself as a young fighter pilot with the crack 92
Squadron at RAF Biggin Hill, in 1941. That spring and summer he survived the air battles over
Northern France with the Biggin Hill Wing, often flying as wingman to the legendary ‘Sailor’
Malan—Fighter Command’s top-scoring pilot at that time. In those months he learnt the fighter
pilot’s trade, lessons that were to prove invaluable when, in November, he was posted to a very
different air war in the Western Desert.Flying the famous ‘Shark Mouthed’ P40E Tomahawk
fighters, he quickly established himself as one of the most successful pilots in North Africa,
winning the DFC and bar. By 1943 he was flight commander with his old 92 Squadron, which
had also become part of the Desert Air Force.Again flying Spitfires, he brought his score to
twenty-one by the end of the Tunisian Campaign, was awarded the DSO, then given command
of 145 Spitfire Squadron in Italy. Leading this unit in the summer of 1944 he brought his score to
twenty-eight, receiving a second bar to his DFC.Towards the end of the war he became an RAF
test pilot and later a member of the RAF’s High Speed Flight. This was the start of a successful
career as a test pilot after leaving the Service in 1948, having been awarded the AFC. Working
for Hawkers, he became Chief Test Pilot and did all the major flight development on one of the
most famous of all RAF peacetime aircraft—the Hawker Hunter, and with it took the world speed
record in 1953.Injured in a Hunter crash two years later, he was forced to leave Hawkers but
continued to fly and later set up his own test flying business, as well as becoming the personal
pilot of Sir George Dowty. He worked for years as a freelance and highly respected test pilot,
flying the Optica, Fieldmaster and Firemaster aeroplanes. He still flies his own plane.First
published in 1953This edition first published in hardback in 1992 byGrub StreetThe
Basement10 Chivalry RoadLondon SW11 1HTReprinted in paperback in 1997Copyright this
edition © 2003 Grub Street, LondonText © Neville DukeReprinted 2006, 2010A catalogue
record for this book is available from the British LibraryAll rights reserved. No part of this
publication may be reproduced, stored in a retrieval system, or transmitted in any form or by any
means, electronic, mechanical, photocopying, recording, or otherwise, without the prior
permission of the copyright publisher.Typeset by Rowan Typesetters, Birchington, KentPrinted
and bound in Great Britain byMPG Books Ltd, Bodmin, CornwallWith thanks to Norman
FranksTEST PILOT was first published in 1953. This new edition is reprinted exactly as that
edition but with an additional chapter covering Neville Duke’s flying life from that date, and also
has appendices and index. not included in the earlier book, together with a completely new
selection of photographs.Cover photos show Neville Duke on the day he set the 100km closed
circuit record, 19 September 1953. The front cover image is supplied courtesy of Brian Isles, and
thanks to him.Cover design by Hugh Adams at AB3To all my Fellow Pilotsof the War yearsand
today.ContentsList of IllustrationsIntroduction1: Through the Hatch!2: Early Flights3: Biggin
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fifth Anniversary of the Hunter.IntroductionDURING the clear, sunny afternoon of 6th September,
1952 many thousands of spectators at the annual display of the Society of British Aircraft
Constructors peered into the sky above Farnborough aerodrome, their eyes seeking the DH
110, a twin-tailed fighter aircraft with swept wings, flown by John Derry, test pilot of the De
Havilland Aircraft Company. With Anthony Richards as his observer, Derry dived from a height of
over 40,000 feet towards Farnborough, causing sonic explosions like rumbling gunfire. As the
echoes died, the DH 110 swept low over the aerodrome to begin an aerobatic display.Suddenly,
the crowd’s admiration changed to horror. Without warning the aircraft broke up, littering the sky
with drifting wreckage; its cockpit fell on to the runway, and its two engines hurtled through the
air like shells into a section of the spectators.In that tense atmosphere, while the injured and the
dead were yet uncounted and the ruin of the DH 110 was still being cleared from the runway,
Neville Duke, chief test pilot of the Hawker Aircraft Company, took off in the sleek, graceful
Hawker Hunter. He was watched in silence, all eyes seeking his return. He dived, causing sonic
explosions, and reproduced the perfect exhibition of flying he had given during the earlier days
of the display.Men and women, while biting on the thought that his aircraft, too, might break up,
felt their hearts lift to his cool nerve and example, wondering in their minds what his thoughts
might be at that moment.The news of the accident, and of Neville Duke’s immediate flight, went
out to the world, and sorrow was mingled with admiration. Among the millions who read and
heard the news, one sat down to pen a note—the Prime Minister, Sir Winston Churchill. We have
Sir Winston’s permission to quote it. “My dear Duke,” he wrote, “It was characteristic of you, and
of 615 Squadron, to go up yesterday after the shocking accident. Accept my salute.”The next
day while the accident and its possible causes were still being widely discussed, Neville Duke
again took up the Hunter, producing sonic explosions in cloud, and performing aerobatics over
the spot where Derry and Richards had crashed. He flew brilliantly.These incidents, and general
interest in supersonic flying by test pilots, concentrated attention on Neville Duke. This book, a



story of his career and experiences, is a result of that attention.There are one or two things I
should like to say. Neville had to be persuaded to tell his story; he did so reluctantly. If there
should be a suspicion that he “line shoots” then I alone am to blame. But if you should find
interest and pleasure in this book, then the credit must go to Neville Duke. For it is his story. His
experiences during the last war are drawn from his own war diaries, several passages being
quoted verbatim.Flying, the thrill and joy of it, have been and are his life. He regards success
and renown as being incidental. For him aircraft are machines that come to life while he flies
them; and he flies with enthusiasm, part boyish, part the mature aviator. He is a superlative pilot
who looks always ahead to the future, and he works hard and seriously.When his test flying days
are ended let us expect there will be found for him a niche in aviation where the deep well of his
experience and knowledge may be drawn upon for many years to come.Alan W
MitchellWesthumble,Dorking, Surrey.CHAPTER 1Through the Hatch!I DISCOVERED that I had
flown faster than sound for the first time when I went into my office in the control tower of
Hawker’s airfield at Dunsfold one morning.It is a comfortable office, with cream walls, a fawn
carpet, a roomy desk and chair, and with photographs of aircraft here and there. An adjoining
office is used by four more of Hawker’s test pilots—Frank Murphy, Frank Bullen, Bill Bedford,
and Donald Lucey.I popped my head through a hatch-way in the wall. Frank Bullen was sitting at
his desk, puffing away contentedly at his pipe.“Morning, Frank,” I said.He removed his pipe, gave
me a large smile, and replied, “Morning, Nev. Quite a good one yesterday, eh?”“What?” I asked,
puzzled.We looked at one another for a moment or two, as though we were in the middle of a
guessing game.Then Frank said, “Yes, you nearly made my wife jump out of her skin.”The penny
dropped.“What?” I repeated. “A bang?”“Yes, a beauty,” Frank answered. “Didn’t you know?”Frank
left his chair and came over to the hatch. He lives about twelve miles away from Dunsfold in
North Chapel, a village near Ball’s Cross, which is not far away from Petworth, in Sussex. When
he had driven through Ball’s Cross on his way home the previous evening he had seen a small
knot of villagers talking together, and pulled up his car.“Anything wrong at Hawker’s today, Mr.
Bullen?” he was asked. “Wasn’t a crash, was there?”Frank said no there had been no crash, and
that nothing was wrong.One elderly man, with a flowing white beard, remarked, “Then it must
have been one of they queer bangs”.One of they queer bangs! Frank guessed what it was, a
supersonic explosion. He knew I had been flying that day, and supposed that I knew that I had
caused a bang.I had been up with the Hawker Hunter and had dived from the area just above
the Hog’s Back in the direction of Chichester. I knew that I must have been moving at
somewhere near the speed of sound, for the needle on the Machmeter had worked up to a little
over 1; but you always have to take minor errors into account and you can never be quite sure of
your exact speed.There was no doubt that I must have passed over Ball’s Cross, or somewhere
near it. And there could be no doubt now that I had flown faster than sound, or had passed
through what they call the sound barrier.I felt quite pleased about it; and I think that Sir Sydney
Camm, the chief designer at Hawker’s, and everybody else there were pretty pleased about it,
too. We had all been working for some time to fly the Hunter faster than sound; and although we



did not celebrate that particular flight, Frank’s news was certainly good.It probably sounds a
pretty dull way of finding out that I had reached supersonic speed for the first time—a chat
through a hatch in the office wall.But you don’t really say, “Right! We’ll take it up tomorrow
afternoon at three and see whether the thing will go through the sound barrier.”There is a lot of
long, grinding work for everyone; and it is a team effort, with the test pilot finishing off the job. To
explain how it was that I did not know I had flown faster than sound until I had that talk with Frank
Bullen, let me run through briefly what happened.The Hawker Hunter was designed by Sir
Sydney Camm and his team, to meet an Air Ministry specification for a new fighter. This did not
stipulate in so many words that the new aircraft would have to achieve a transonic speed, but it
was fairly obvious that we should have to produce something that would exceed the speed of
sound if the specification were to be met.Work on the designs and construction began in 1948,
and the new fighter was known as P—for prototype—1067. It was built at Hawker’s factory at
Kingston, and it was three years before I eventually took it up for the first test flight, in July
1951.It flew smoothly from the start. Actually, you do not take a prototype out to the end of a
runway and go off in it straight away on a first flight. First, you do taxiing tests along the runway,
checking brakes and ground handling; and eventually work up towards take-off speed. When
you are happy about all this, then you lift the aircraft up into the air for a couple of hundred yards
or so, trying to assess elevator, rudder, and aileron “feel”, and establishing the correct trim
setting for take-off. Finally, when everything is working to your satisfaction, up you go on your
first flight.All aircraft seem to have their own character and personality—very much like horses.
You can tell almost immediately, whether they are going to be “friendly” or “unfriendly”. I made
friends with the Hunter immediately and I seemed to feel at home in it at once.There was quite a
lot of work to do before I could take it up to over 40,000 feet to begin testing it for supersonic
flight. There were the usual tests that have to come first for any new aircraft. These include the
clearing of minor snags or faults; general handling tests, measurement of the rate of climb, times
required to reach various heights, level speed tests, stability, manoeuvrability and so on. All this
means flying when the weather is right, sometimes two or three times a day.Each time I came
down from a flight in the Hunter, I reported everything to our design team who would decide
what modifications should be made, and then I would try out the Hunter again to test the effect
of these changes. It was a pretty long job, and it took many hours of flying spread over six
months before we could begin working up the Hunter to supersonic flight. But it was all
tremendously interesting. There is terrific satisfaction in flying a new aircraft and in doing all the
development work; and in being the only man to fly it in its early days.Before we go up to 40,000
feet and talk about flying at high speed, I will try to explain a few things that may sound rather
complicated.For a start, we do not know all that much about supersonic flight at the moment.
The whole subject is in its early days, and you might say that test pilots doing this work are
explorers.But there are various things we do know. For instance, it is common knowledge that
the speed of sound varies with height, due to change in air temperature. Air temperature falls
with altitude; the higher you go, the colder it gets. In simple terms, the recognized figures for air



temperature are plus 15 degrees Centigrade at sea level and minus 56 degrees Centigrade at
36,000 feet. Theoretically the air temperature remains constant above this height. Atmospheric
pressure also falls with height.The speed of sound is higher in warmer air than it is in colder. At
sea level in standard temperatures, the speed of sound is 760 miles an hour. At 36,000 feet it
falls to 660 miles an hour; and since it depends upon air temperature, it remains the same—or
constant at 660 miles an hour—above 36,000 feet.To show pilots how fast they are flying in
relation to the speed of sound, we have a Machmeter. It is very much like a speedometer in a
car, except that it shows the decimals of 1; and 1 is the speed of sound.So, if you are flying just
above sea level, and the needle on the Machmeter gets on to the 1 you are flying at just about
760 miles an hour. If you are at 36,000 feet and the needle is on the 1, then you are doing about
660 miles an hour true airspeed.There is a great difference between true airspeed and indicated
airspeed. For instance, while flying at 400 miles an hour at sea level, the true and the indicated
airspeeds of an aircraft are roughly the same. But at 20,000 feet, although the aircraft may still
be travelling at 400 miles an hour, the speed indicated will be about 100 miles per hour less. This
is because the pressure of the air is less at that height, the air being thinner, and less pressure is
measured by the air speed indicator. And since air pressure decreases the higher you go, so
there is a steady fall in indicated speed as you climb, although your true speed remains the
same.At 36,000 feet, and Mach 1, your true airspeed is 660 miles an hour, while your indicated
speed is only about 330 miles an hour. If you are flying at an indicated air speed of 330 miles an
hour, the strain on an aircraft structure is much less than if you are flying at an indicated airspeed
of 760 miles an hour. This is one reason why tests of an aircraft’s Mach number characteristics
are carried out at high altitude.As you begin to work up towards the speed of sound at any height
—we call it working up to a high Mach number—various effects may be felt by an aircraft. They
are the results of compressibility—the air being pressed harder as an aircraft flies faster and
nears sonic velocity.Compressibility may cause such things as vibration, buffeting and pitching.
Sometimes the controls may be affected. We call all these various effects “Mach number
characteristics”. Every time they develop, something on the aircraft has to be changed so that
flight at a higher Mach number becomes normal.But that is enough about technicalities for the
time being. It may help to give you a rough idea about some of the problems of working up
towards a very high speed.Let us get ready to go up to between 40,000 and 45,000 feet to start
studying Mach number characteristics; because a high Mach number can be obtained more
readily in the rarefied air.After all the initial testing, you have got the feel of the Hunter; and you
are at home in it. You could say it is now rather like riding a horse that you have broken in
yourself; you know each other pretty well, and you are about to try out a few gallops.It is
important to feel at home in your aircraft when you are eight or nine miles high, testing out
something new and, perhaps, at a high Mach number.You sit in a pressurized cabin, but
anything may happen on a test flight and if the perspex hood should crack or break—well, things
would happen quickly.So you have to wear special equipment, and to breathe pure oxygen all
the time. In fact, you do not breathe oxygen so much as have it pumped into your lungs; because



the air is so thin at high altitudes that if you were breathing in oxygen normally you could exist for
some ten minutes only at 45,000 feet and about ten seconds at 50,000 feet.Your special
equipment is a pressurized waistcoat. It covers the whole of the upper part of your body, except
the arms; it is laced at the back, and it has a zip-fastener up the front. The waistcoat is double-
skinned, and is connected to the main oxygen system. Oxygen inflates the waistcoat and flows
into your face mask. This mask has to be sealed tightly on to your face so that there are no
leakages; and oxygen coming out of the bottles at pressure is forced into your lungs.The result is
that your breathing action is reversed. Normally you breathe in, making an effort, and then relax
and let the air go out of your lungs. But with this waistcoat and mask you make no effort to
breathe, but you do have to make an effort to expel the air from your lungs. It is not altogether
comfortable, and it makes talking over the radio rather difficult. The pressurized waistcoat,
however, is extremely important and valuable; it increases your safe operating height by about
4,000 feet and, if necessary you can fly up to about 44,000 to 45,000 feet without a pressure
cabin.In addition to radio—your link with the control tower at the airfield—you also have a wire-
recorder. With this you can chatter away to yourself while you are flying, knowing that everything
you say is recorded. When you land you give the recorder to your secretary, who plays it back,
listens to it, and types out everything you have said. It is very useful because you can talk about
anything to do with the flight while you think of it: how the aircraft behaves at certain speeds, how
you feel physically, weather conditions, the engine pressure and temperature figures, the
trimmer angles—in fact anything at all, without having to bother about trying to write on the test
pad. This pad, with a stop-watch, is strapped on to your right knee—just for making a few more
notes if you feel like it.As for clothing, you normally wear sufficient for comfort and protection at
altitude in case the cockpit heating system should fail or you have to abandon the aircraft.I
usually wear a form of crash helmet, especially designed for protection in rough air at high
speed, or for crashlanding; or in case of failure of the canopy covering the cockpit.So let’s climb
into the Hunter. You go up a ladder, placed by one of the ground staff; and you are probably
surprised at the smallness of the cockpit. You sit in an ejector seat, which has a dinghy-pack in
case you have to bale out over the sea; and there is a parachute just at your back. If you do have
to bale out, there is a handle which you can pull to jettison the perspex canopy. There is a
second handle above and behind your head, and you pull this to operate the ejector seat. It
brings a blind down over your face and, at the same time, the action of pulling the handle fires
two cartridges which shoot the seat right out of the cockpit. You have to be shot out in this way,
because otherwise the pressure of airflow at high speed would keep you inside the aircraft.As
you sit in the Hunter, it is like being in a lowish, comfortable chair, with your legs resting easily on
the rudder bars and the control column between your knees. There are a number of instruments
to keep an eye on, but the main ones are slightly below your eye level and easy to check. They
are the altimeter, to watch the height; the airspeed indicator, to give the indicated airspeed; and
the Machmeter, to show how fast you are going in relation to the speed of sound at any altitude.
You also keep an eye on the pressurization system and the cabin altimeter, which shows the



pressure of the atmosphere in the cockpit compared with the pressure of the atmosphere
outside. There are also many other things to watch, like fuel gauges, oil pressure, jet pipe
temperature and engine revolutions per minute, hydraulic pressure and so on.So there you are—
pretty well tied up in a neat bundle, sitting in the Hunter ready to start taxiing, the oxygen mask
pinching your face, the earphones crackling a bit, the oxygen pumping in cold puffs, and the jet
engine sounding rather like a vacuum cleaner going in the next room.On the left hand side of the
cockpit is the throttle. You ease it forward and taxi down to the end of the runway, checking your
radio with flying control as you go. At the end of the 2,000 yard runway you put on the brakes,
and make a thorough cockpit check for trim, fuel, hood, pressures, temperatures. One point not
checked, or overlooked, may mean trouble.Now you are ready to take off. You move the throttle
forward and smoothly open up the engine on the brakes; and, after checking the power, let the
brakes off. As the brakes are released and full power applied, the aircraft fairly leaps forward and
accelerates. You can feel the pressure on your back as it surges forward. The runway seems to
race at you.Taking off in the Hunter is a great thrill. You get a terrific sense of speed, especially
as there seems to be nothing of the nose of the aircraft in front of you on the other side of the
bullet-proof glass. While the ground races underneath, suddenly the Hunter seems to come to
life. It reacts to your slightest movement—just a touch of the finger tips and it does exactly what
you want it to do. It rides smoothly over the long broad blackish runway stretching away ahead of
you and looking like a great wide main road. When the speed is right, you gently ease back on
the control column, and the ground just melts away.You climb pretty quickly in the Hunter, more
quickly than in any other aircraft I have flown; and it is not long before you are at 30,000 feet and
you begin to get a feeling of detachment and remoteness. With me, this always increases with
height; until at about 40,000 to 45,000 feet I sometimes get a pleasant feeling of loneliness. The
world below seems far away.It is quite exhilarating flying at this height, too. The sky above you is
without a suspicion of cloud. It is a very deep blue, a beautiful colour, sapphire and very clean-
looking. If there are clouds below, this deep blue of the sky somehow seems to give them a
dead-white appearance so that they look as though they have been thoroughly washed; and
they are usually crinkled or seem moulded into definite patterns. The sun is terrifically bright, and
if you are staying up at this height for long it is just as well to have tinted goggles. Everything
seems very clean and new; and very quiet and smooth. If there is no cloud bank below you can
see the earth looking rather greyish and the sea rather black; and it is almost as though you were
looking at a big ill-defined map. You have very little sense of speed because there is nothing
going past; and sometimes you feel as though you are just suspended there.But we haven’t
come up to look at the view! The job is to start testing the Mach number characteristics. This is
done by flying straight and level and carefully increasing speed, watching the Mach number
getting higher, or rather the Mach needle registering on a higher number, until maybe you begin
to notice that the aircraft is not behaving as it should. It may be that it is vibrating slightly, or
buffeting or pitching—the nose of the aircraft beginning to go up and down a little. Or it may be
that you find that the controls are not answering as they should do. Whatever happens, you talk



away to yourself, trying to describe every detail, however small, knowing that all you say is being
picked up by the wire recorder. When you feel that you have enough information about the
aircraft’s reaction at a given Mach number, then you ease back the throttle and decrease speed.
And down you go, perhaps calling for a course to steer home, back to Dunsfold airfield; and
that’s the end of that test flight.Then it is the job of the Hawker team to read through the report
written from the wire recorder and get any information they may want from me—if I can give it—
and work out adjustments for the aircraft which they think will remedy the vibration or buffeting or
whatever may occur at the Mach number at which the aircraft was being flown. If, for instance, it
is tail vibration, more information may be necessary before adjustments are made; and the next
time I go up vibrographs are placed inside the tail to get measurements of the vibration on a
film.My job, at this stage then, is to continue taking the Hunter up to 40,000-odd feet and keep
on flying it until the time comes when it is moving at maximum level speed at full power in a
perfectly normal manner—a nice smooth and easy flight. There are now no adverse Mach
number characteristics up to maximum level flight; but we still have not reached the speed of
sound. So the next thing to do is to start a series of slight dives to increase speed and Mach
number, and to go through the whole process again of making a note of any troubles; and having
them ironed out by the design team. Without being technical, the time came last April when I
was flying in steeper dives with the Mach number getting round to 1; and realizing that I must be
nearing the speed of sound but not being quite sure of it, because, due to position errors, the
Machmeter may not read true at near-sonic velocity. So little is known of effects likely to occur at
transonic speed that great care is required when exploring these regions of high speed.Now you
can see why, on the day the supersonic bang was heard at Ball’s Cross, I had not known I had
reached such a speed until Frank Bullen told me what he had learned.This bang, or explosion, is
a sure indication that an aircraft has flown at sonic speed. In fact, every time an aircraft passes
through the sound barrier, it appears to cause two or more bangs.The pilot does not hear these
bangs, but on the ground you hear up to three. The steeper the angle at which an aircraft flies at
a sonic speed, the smaller is the area over which the bang or explosion is heard. If the dive is
fairly steep the explosion may be heard for about two miles on either side of the track of the
aircraft, and may spread, say, for about five miles in length. If the angle of the dive is about thirty
degrees then the distance covered in a line by the explosion may be about twenty miles or more.
On one occasion a bang was heard in a line all the way from Camberley to Henley.I knew that
sooner or later we should cause these bangs; and the first were, in fact, heard over a wide area,
as Frank Bullen soon got to learn when he dropped into the local at Ball’s Cross, “The Stag”.
They had echoed all round Petworth, and the story goes that one country policeman was not too
pleased. The gossip at “The Stag” was that he had been feeding his chickens in the fowl-run at
the time.“One moment there all the chooks were, pecking away. Next moment, there they all
wasn’t . . . they were all blown up in one corner with feathers all over the place, and me lying in
the middle of the fowl-run on me back.”It may have happened, but as a rule, apart from the
bangs making you jump they don’t normally have much other effect. Some people have told me



that they have noticed their trouser legs flapping a bit, and loose windows rattling, but that is
about all. The actual pressure waves generated at present are quite weak.Somehow, despite all
the work we had put in on the Hunter, I found it a little difficult to appreciate that I had actually
flown faster than the speed of sound—it seemed too easy!Gwen, my wife, and I chatted over
Frank’s news in our cottage, just off the perimeter track of Dunsfold aerodrome, and I remember
we had a smile that evening comparing my latest flight with my first ever.I was about ten years
old at the time; and standing in a Kent farm field, I paid great wealth—five shillings!—to go up in
an Avro 504K, designed during the First World War. It puttered round in a circuit, and I was back
and down on the ground before I had sufficient time to realize what flying was like.CHAPTER
2Early FlightsI CAN still remember the smell of Castrol R fuel—so rare these days—from the
rotary engine of that old Avro, the blast of cold air as we took off; and the sight below of
primroses and wooded slopes.It was Easter time, and I was staying with my Uncle Bill on his
farm near Small Hythe, not very far from our home at Tonbridge. All my life my father and mother
have lived at Tonbridge, Kent. My father grew up in Tonbridge, and is a Kentish man; my mother
is the daughter of a Northumberland farmer who left Glanton to come south on the advice of his
doctor, farmed for some thirty years just outside Tonbridge and lived to be ninety-one, an age I
hope to better! I used to spend many of my school holidays, particularly in the summer, with
Uncle Bill; and I was greatly excited that Easter time when we learned that two Avros had landed
in a field at Pick Hill, between Tenterden and Small Hythe, to take up passengers for joy
rides.Aeroplanes and flying were one of my main hobbies, the others being ships and the sea.
Looking back, it seems that as long as I can remember anything I have always been interested in
aircraft and boats and ships. It may have been that my first interest in flying came from watching
aircraft passing over Tonbridge on the way to Croydon or from Croydon to Paris and the
Continent. I used to watch them go across the sky day by day until the time came when I could
spot a Handley Page Hannibal, an Argosy, a Scylla; and German Junkers, Dutch Fokkers, Swiss
DC2’s, and many other types such as the DH Dragon, the Moth, the Puss Moth.With the Royal
Air Force stations, Biggin Hill and Kenley, not far away from Tonbridge, I soon learned to
recognize Bristol Bulldogs, Hawker Furies and Gloster Gauntlets; as well as Hart trainers from
the training school at Rochester. When air exercises took place the sky would be filled with
Virginia and Heyford bombers, and perhaps Hart light bombers too; and when they were
intercepted over the Tonbridge area by fighters I could not be kept indoors.My interest in boats
and then ships came from many happy hours on the river Medway, which flows through
Tonbridge. If I could not go out in a boat I would walk along by the river and think about going to
sea or learning to fly.I began to collect photographs and drawings of aircraft and stick them on
the walls of my bedroom; and when I was seven I began to make my first model aircraft and was
so satisfied with the result that I was soon spending most of my spare time making models.
Eventually I had sixty or seventy and a model aerodrome, built to scale and complete in most
details. It had hangars and aircraft, petrol wagons, ambulances, and fire-engines. There were
also parachutes with men on them and they floated down from the ceiling quite realistically.



Outside the hangars were sand and material that looked like grass on which a number of cars
were parked.With some other boys of my age, Peter Chapman and Ivan Vickers, both of whom
were to join the RAF, Leonard Edmondson, who went into Naval Aviation, and a fat boy named
Billy Bateman, I formed a “Skybird Club”. We all used to spend hours making models, playing
with the model aerodrome, and building up quite a library of books and magazines about flying.
We read all we could about the great aviators of the day—Hubert Broad, Alan Cobham, James
Mollison, Jean Batten, Amy Johnson, Pauline Gower, and all the Schneider Cup pilots.We also
used to make models of ships and had a small naval library too; and when we were not working
on our models we would all bicycle off together to Biggin Hill, to West Mailing, Croydon,
Penshurst—in fact anywhere at all to see aircraft. We used to stand and watch them and point
out to each other their chief characteristics and generally air our knowledge like all small boys
keen on a hobby.We were delighted when a Hannibal force-landed after engine failure in a field
near Tonbridge. And when a Miles Hawk came down in a field near Higham Lane I took the day
off from the Convent school I was attending at that time and joined in helping the pilot to drag the
aircraft down a slope to a flat piece of ground so that he could take off again. He got into the air
all right, but then he really did crash in a wood—and I arrived home to find my absence from
school had made me rather unpopular. After attending the Convent school for three years, until I
was eight, I went on to Judd’s School where I was a day boy and stayed until I was about
seventeen and a half. I was not an outstanding pupil, but I enjoyed it on the whole, particularly
the gymnasium.I was always happy to go out to my Uncle Bill’s farm for the long holidays and the
good Kent earth, even though it took me away from my models. I have many happy memories of
my days at Small Hythe, but none more exciting than of that first flight.“Couple of aeroplanes
landed near Pick Hill,” my uncle announced one day. “They’re going to take people up for rides.”I
was on my bicycle and away down to that field as fast as I could go with all the pocket money I
could lay my hands on. It was raining and there was a lot of low cloud about but I would have
gone, quite probably, even if a blizzard had been blowing.After standing around for a while and
finding out the form I parted willingly with five shillings, which was just about all I had, and waited
for my turn to go up. The Avrò 504K seemed a wonderful machine with its rotary engine clop-
clopping round, its wing tip skids and a long skid between the main wheels extending well
forward to prevent the aircraft from nosing over. It had two cockpits, the one at the rear taking
two passengers. Who worried because it had no windscreens!I stared hard at the pilot and
noted everything about him. He seemed a being apart to be able to fly an aeroplane; but yet he
appeared to be casual about everything. He had a ruddy, cheerful face, rather weather-beaten
from flying for years in an open cockpit and he was probably sick to death of small boys and
circuits.At last my turn came. With another ten-year-old boy I clambered into the cockpit, tense
with excitement, trying not to stick my feet through the fabric-covered fuselage. We settled
ourselves in, grinning at one another.“OK?” shouted the pilot.“Yes,” we piped.The engine
seemed to roar, and a blast of cold air swept over us taking our breath away. We peeped over
the sides of the cockpit; we were flying all right and there were the woods and the primroses. All



too soon we were down again, bumping over the field, swinging round, clambering out, back on
the grass. It had been wonderful and I felt that never had five shillings been spent so well—yet, if
only I had another five shillings.I could not tear myself away but stayed and watched flight after
flight, circuit after circuit, thrilled by the memory of my experience, envious of the lucky ones now
going up. While I was watching yet another take-off, I noticed a lady walking over to me; and to
my surprise she spoke to me.“I would so like to have a flight, but I have nobody to come up with
me. Would you like to come with me?”I looked up to see a lady about my mother’s age and with
a pleasant, smiling face; evidently she knew all about the longings of small boys.“Yes, rather—er,
yes please. And thank you very much.”Fancy anybody not wanting to go up alone! But thank
goodness she wanted company.And so there I was with her, back in the cockpit, smiling,
excited, hanging on, blasted again by cold air, enjoying every second; up, round, down and out
again all far too quickly.“Thank you very much indeed,” I remembered to say; and was rather
puzzled by the amusement that seemed to mingle with her smile.Two flights in one day. It
seemed too good to be true; and from that time onwards pocket money had a greater meaning
and significance. Odd jobs that brought in extra pence were welcome; and every time I could
amass the wealth of five shillings, which was all too seldom, I scoured the countryside for joy-
riding aircraft.Sir Alan Cobham’s circus was at its peak during those years, and from time to time
I went up in his aircraft from other Kentish fields, from Penshurst, from the Old Barn at
Hildenborough, and appetite grew with feeding. Once I went up from the Old Barn in an
Airspeed Ferry, a vastly superior aircraft to the Avro, I felt. It actually carried six passengers. With
careful management I got myself a seat as near the pilot as possible and felt a surge of pleasure
as he pointed out for me a number of interesting things such as landmarks and other aircraft
flying around. But the greatest thrill of all during that flight was to pass right over Tonbridge and
to see it from the air for the first time. This was really flying.Yet another flight was in a cockpit
which had no seat. I stood clutching the rim, practically blinded by the slipstream closing my
eyelids, unable to see more than a blur of trees as we took off and landed; but it was still worth
every penny of five shillings.At the age of ten the years pass slowly and there were periods when
it seemed that aeons would drag before I was sufficiently old either to learn to fly myself or to go
to sea. I should have to wait until I was eighteen before I could join the RAF but I could get into
the Royal Navy or the Merchant Navy, as a cadet, at only sixteen to seventeen. Flying attracted
me more strongly than the sea; but supposing I failed the medical examination? At eighteen I
should be too old for acceptance as a cadet. Life seemed very difficult.My enthusiasm for the
sea mounted with two trips abroad during school holidays—to Norway and to Denmark; on each
occasion I took in every detail of the ship during the crossings, exulted in the life and colour and
movement of the sea, forgetting temporarily about aircraft and flying. I was now about fourteen or
fifteen and fired by the experiences of my voyages I wrote letters to most of the shipping
companies in Leadenhall Street asking what my chances might be of joining their fleets. I
received about thirty answers; but they all said the same thing—there were no vacancies for
cadets for the time being. Life seemed full of disappointments.I sounded out my headmaster, Mr.



Lloyd Morgan, a learned and patient man, and discovered that both careers met with his
approval, though once he observed, perhaps unimpressed by my homework, that probably the
only thing I would ever fly would be a bicycle. Yet he was most helpful and encouraging and
reminded me that no doubt my father and mother had plans for my future. They, however, were
inclined to think that my enthusiasm for aircraft and ships was probably a boyish fad which would
pass. They appreciated more than I did at the time, that if I were to go to Cranwell, the Royal Air
Force College, or to Dartmouth, the Royal Naval College, a good deal of money would be
required for my education. Like sensible parents, they did not want me to begin a career merely
because I had made a hobby of the air and the sea and then finally to abandon it. They felt that it
would be much better, for instance, if I joined a firm of auctioneers and became an articled clerk.
I dreaded the idea. At the same time I sensed that if they appreciated that I was determined to fly
or to go to sea they would not stand in my way. In my impatience to get a decision I decided to
take things into my own hands.One evening—about eight o’clock—when I knew my father was
still in his office, I went to a telephone kiosk. I asked for his number.“I would like to speak to Mr
Duke,” I said, disguising my voice as best I could.“This is Mrs Duke here. Shall I fetch my
husband?”I had not bargained on my mother being in the office.“Oh no. It’s quite all right.”“Who
is speaking?”“I am Mr Lloyd Morgan’s private secretary,” I said, hoping mother would not detect
my voice. “I wanted to speak to you about your son. I understand that he wants to take up flying
as a career or to go to sea. I wondered what you felt about it.”“Well,” said my mother, “if he is
really keen on either we should not stand in his way. Just a minute. Here is my husband.”I heard
them whispering. And then my father said:“Good evening.”“Who is speaking please?”I went
through my piece again.My father asked:“What sort of boy is he at school?” In for a penny—“Oh,
a jolly good chap,” I said.“And do you think he would get on all right?”“Oh yes. He has lots of
ambition. I think he would get on well, especially if he took up flying.”The long and the short of it
was that I discovered that father and mother would not stand in my way. I thanked them, put
down the receiver, and bolted back home to be there before they returned.But it is not easy to
take in parents! Mother thought it was odd that the private secretary to the headmaster should
ring my father’s office at eight o’clock at night. She rang the exchange and found that my call had
come from a kiosk.“That was Neville, I’m sure,” she told my father, I was settled down snugly,
reading before a warm fire, when they got home.“It’s no good, Neville,” said mother. “You’ve
chosen the wrong day. It’s not April the first today.”We had a good laugh; and I think we all felt
happier about my future.I realize now the justification for their concern. They were always so
good and both Peggy, my sister, and I had a very happy childhood.Time passed so slowly, but I
was now determined to fly and I roamed far and wide on my bicycle to see and to watch aircraft. I
was always at Biggin Hill for Empire Air Days and frequently over at Rochester staring at the
Reserve Flying School “Tutors” and Harts. In 1938 I went to the opening of Gatwick Airport and
there I saw Hawker Furies; they came from 43 Squadron and, tied together, did some excellent
aerobatics. I was tremendously impressed by these aircraft and also by new types then coming
into service with the general expansion of the RAF—Wellesleys, Wellingtons, Battles, Lysanders



and Hurricanes of 3 Squadron. There were thrills in plenty for me that day: Clem Sohn did his
“birdman” stunts and nearly came to grief (he was killed during his next display in France), and
Al Williams, a famous American stunt pilot, performed in his highly-polished Grumman
Gulfhawk. I even touched this Gulfhawk in the hangar after the display for, as usual, I had stayed
on after the flying was ended to see all I could of the aircraft and hoping to be allowed to lend a
helping hand. I joined in pushing the Gulfhawk into a hangar.One day at West Mailing I asked for
a job in the hangars only to be refused firmly but kindly. During a visit to London with my mother I
saw an aircraft on display in a shop window, urged her to enter the shop with me and somehow
managed to persuade one of the attendants to let me sit in the cockpit; and it may have been on
this visit that, with sixteen shillings to spend, my mother took me to a large store. There I became
rooted in front of a flying model, and though she suggested that my pocket-money might be
spent to better advantage and we walked all round the store inspecting possible alternatives, my
mind was made up. It was the flying model or nothing. In the weeks to come it made many
successful sorties, launched from my bedroom window.Eventually the time came for me to leave
Judd’s School; it was the summer of 1939 and I was seventeen and a half and I was determined
that when I was eighteen, on January 11th, 1940, I would go to the Air Ministry and try for a short
service commission. But there were six long months to wait and, as I could not spend my time
idly, I became a junior clerk in the firm of Neve and Sons, auctioneers and estate agents. I took a
course at a technical school to brush up my maths for it seemed certain that I should want good
maths in the RAF.During the summer of 1939 I learned that the Royal Navy had a special entry
scheme for boys of my age to train for the Fleet Air Arm. Ships and aircraft! This was what I
wanted. I went before a selection board of Admirals and returned home quite hopeful; but when
the war began no more entries were accepted and the scheme was abandoned. I was
distressed and most unhappy; Ivan Vickers was already in the RAF, Leonard Edmondson was in
the Royal Navy. I felt odd man out. But the war had started and so I applied to enlist in the RAF
immediately, only to be told I was too young. Would time never pass? And would the war still be
on when I was eighteen? It was!The “phoney” war dragged on, my work as junior clerk could not
have impressed my employers favourably, Christmas passed. And then came my eighteenth
birthday. I asked Neve’s for the day off to travel to the RAF recruiting centre in Brighton which
covered our area at Tonbridge. The train chugged along—too slowly—and eventually I arrived at
the centre with a number of other volunteers. The medical examination brought no complications
but when I applied to join as aircrew it was rather different.“We can take nobody to train as a pilot
or as an air observer,” I was told.“You may join as wireless operator-airgunner. Are you interested
in that?”“Only as a last resort. I want to be a pilot.”“If you became a wireless operator it is quite
likely that you could train as a pilot later on.”I was still not keen, and perhaps my insistence on
wanting to become a pilot had some effect. If that was so I was fortunate for several people got
caught that way. John Derry, although he wanted to be a pilot, joined as a wireless operator-
airgunner and it was some long time before he was able to change.Yet whatever I wanted to be I
still had to wait. I was told that I would not be called up for some time—”an indefinite period”.



How indefinite it seemed as I went back to junior clerking, a little more satisfied, a little less
restless, still wanting time to pass.It passed with Dunkirk. At Tonbridge railway station I saw the
gallant survivors going by in trains, and lent a hand in helping to get wounded men to the
hospitals in Tunbridge Wells. The sight of some of the wounded was disturbing at my age, but at
least I knew that I was doing something positive.And then at last in the middle of June 1940,
there came a note from the Air Ministry telling me to report at Uxbridge for an interview before a
selection board which would approve me—or not—for aircrew as pilot.“As pilot.” That was the
best news yet. I got another day off from the office; and at Uxbridge there were one or two tricky
moments before the selection board, but I was able to prove that my maths were of sufficient
standard. The medical examination was very stiff and I worried in case I failed; my pulse rate
seemed quite excessive but I told myself that allowance would be sure to be made for this.Then
back to Tonbridge, another period of waiting—and finally a note telling me to report to Uxbridge. I
was in the RAF at last, the lowest form of life—AC2. But the grandest title I could imagine: AC2,
Pilot, U/T.Now that the time came to leave home I felt the wrench of saying good-bye to my
father and mother and to Peggy. The longest period I had been away from them so far had been
during the school holiday fortnights in Norway and Denmark. We had been a very close circle
and now we could not be sure when we should all be together again. With my mother, I wrapped
up all my books and magazines that I had collected over the years; we covered the aircraft
models and the aerodrome with a dust sheet.“Where are you off to this time, young sir?” the
clerk at the booking office at Tonbridge station asked, eyeing my suitcase.“He’s going to
Uxbridge to join the RAF,” said Peggy.“Hope he learns to fly better than he can play cricket,
miss.”The RAF Depot at Uxbridge was an impersonal, bustling place and there were many like
myself in sports coat and flannels, most of us curious, slightly reserved, feeling rather strange.
We were not there for long.Our first move was to Padgate, near Liverpool, where we were fitted
out with uniforms, and with my height the expected happened. Trousers were either too short
and too narrow round the waist, or too long and too wide round the waist; the jacket fitted where
it touched, and the boots seemed to be made of lead. The only things that suited me were: knife,
fork, spoon, button-cleaner and polishing stick.From Padgate we went—with pleasure—to
Bexhill and to No. 4 Initial Training Wing, arriving just in time to help to move the wing to
Paignton, in Devon. It seemed a fell plot to delay my first flight. We lived in the Hydro Hotel and
while part of the routine was to take lectures on RAF organization and subjects like elementary
navigation, we spent long hours drilling, marching, and getting ourselves fit with physical training
for the flying training course. And when the time came to move on to No. 13 Elementary Flying
Training School at White Waltham we were pretty fit, our only preoccupation being whether we
should make the grade.This was it at last, we felt as we got to White Waltham. Now we became
LAC Pilot U/T and our pay increased magnificently to about fourteen shillings a week. We lived
in army-type wooden huts, and I was made Acting Corporal (unpaid) with the responsibility of
seeing that our hut was kept clean and tidy and the Course marched in an orderly and proper
manner to lectures and to flying.White Waltham had been one of the De Havilland flying schools



and it was now the home of the newly-formed Air Transport Auxiliary which ferried new aircraft
from factories to squadrons. For the first time we saw a Spitfire, as well as many other new types;
I had a very careful look at this Spitfire and hardened my preference to become a fighter pilot.
But, first of all, came training on Tiger Moths.We were allotted to various flying instructors and
the man who taught me to fly was Flying Officer Rea. He was a magnificent instructor, patient,
quiet, kindly. I have never forgotten him and I owe a tremendous amount to him, a massive, tall
man with a face weather-beaten from flying in Tiger Moths for years. Another instructor was
Merrick Hymans, whom I was to meet again.
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Ebook Library Fan, “Stands out. Crimenelly! What a career and lived to tell it. This is just the
best one of these.I'm sure he is talented. Somebody was looking.out for this English dude.
Better him than me.”

J, “Great Great Great. Good read and makes you realise how much the back room boffins and
front line maintenance guys have to do”

Connie Murray, “Five Stars. I was very pleased. I received it earlier than I expected!!”

Paul D Woolley, “Five Stars. Great read.”

Mr. K. A. Harrison, “A gentleman pilot. Duke - born 17 years before me - inspired me as a
youngster. I went on to have a 40 year career a professional pilot.This autobiography made an
interesting contrast to that of Bill Waterton. Duke worked WITH management; Waterton was
always clashing. Different styles, similar results. Last year I had the pleasure at the Tangmere
Museum of seeing (and touching!) Duke's bright red Hunter of world speed record fame.Of
course not covered in Duke's autobiography (hardly likely!) is his death at the age of 85. He was
taken ill while flying a light aircraft (wife as passenger), landed safely and was gone within a few
hours.  He had lived life to the full.”

Sean W, “Brilliant read.. One of the most remarkable and modest RAF aviatiors. I speak of
someone who once knew the man but from this book I learnt so much more than he ever
revealed to me about his amazing career.”

j blaylock, “The story of a modest gentleman who was also a great flier. Anyone who is
interested in aerial warfare and flying in general will enjoy this book.It is clearly written and is full
of interesting anecdotes and not without humour.The fact that Duke shot down over twenty
enemy aircraft was news to me, but I best remembering for his airspeed record success with that
beautiful machine, the Hawker Hunter.”

The Dook, “A great test pilot. Neville Duke was one of my heroes when I was a teenager in the
50s.I enjoyed reading this book then, and it was very good to read it again, with the additional
chapter about his subsequent life.”
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